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1. Int roduct ion 

Assuming that a formal specification is available, one can formally study the valida- 
tion of a software with respect to its specification. While proof theories are widely 
investigated, testing theories have not been extensively studied. The idea of deriving test 
data sets from a specification can be found in [Rig 85], [Sou 88], but there are few 
other published works. The work reported in this paper is the continuation of the works 
about formal specifications and testing reported in [Bou 85], [BCFG 85], [BCFG 86] 
and more recently [GM 88]. Some pioneering works on that subject were [GHM 81] 
and [GCG 85]. 

In practice, when big softwares are involved, a complete proof is often impossible, or at 
least it is not realistic because it would be too costly. The crucial properties of the pro- 
gram under test should be proved, but several less critical properties can be checked by 
testing. The aim of this paper is to propose a formal model of the testing approach. We 
assume that a formal specification (i.e. an axiomatic specification) is given and we have 
to validate a program against its specification: some of the axioms can be proved while 
the other ones can be tested. 

Most of the current methods and tools for software testing are based on the struc- 
ture of the program to be tested ("white-box" testing). Using a formal specification, it 
becomes possible to also start from the specification to define some testing strategies in 
a rigorous and formal framework. These strategies provide a formalization of the well 
known "black-box" testing approaches. They have the interesting property to be 
independent of the program; thus, they result in test data sets which remain unchanged 
even when the program is modified. Moreover, such strategies allow to test if all cases 
mentioned in the specification are actually dealt with in the program. 
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The main advantage of our approach is to formally express what we do when test- 
ing. It allows also to modelize cases where some properties have been proved. More- 
over, for algebraic specifications, we show that is is possible to automatically select test 
data sets from a structured specification. We have done a system developed in PROLOG, 
which allows to select a test data set from an algebraic specification and some hints 
about the chosen testing strategy. Our system is not described in this paper (it is 

described in [Mar 90] and [BGM 90]), but we define the strategies used by the system 

as examples of the theory. 

The paper is organized as follows: 

• Obviously, you are reading the introduction (Section 1) ... 

• Section 2 contains an intuitive approach of our formalism 

• Section 3 gives some preliminary notations and definitions 

• Section 4 defines the fundamental notion of testing contexts 

• Section 5 explains how testing contexts can be refined in order to produce 

"practicable" testing contexts 

• Section 6 specializes to the case of algebraic specifications 

• Section 7 shows our basic examples of testing strategies 

• Section 8 explains how the problem of deciding success/failure of a test set is 
solved when the specification and the program are designed for testability 

• Section 9 gives some hints on how to test less testable programs 

• Section 10 recapitulates the main ideas of our theory. 

2. Intuitive Approach  

We introduce the important idea (already sketched in [BCFG 86]) that a test data 
set (i.e. a set of elementary tests) cannot be considered (or evaluated, or accepted, etc.) 
independently of: 

• some hypotheses on the program which express the gap between the success of 
the test and the correctness of the program 

• the existence of an oracle, i.e. a means of deciding, for any submitted test data, 

if the program behaves correctly with respect to its specification. 

Thus, we define a testing context as a triple (H,T,O) where T is the test data set, H is a 

set of hypotheses and O is an oracle. 
Then we state what is a practicable testing context, i.e. a context such that, assuming H, 
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O is able to decide the success or failure of the test data set T and T is successful via O 

if and only if the program is correct. We then define a "canonical" testing context 

which, unfortunately, is rarely practicable and we provide some way of refining it until 

we get a practicable testing context. 

Intuitively, a program P gives a way of computing some operations and a 
specification SP states some properties which should be satisfied by these operations. 
For example, assuming that P is supposed to implement three operations named sin, cos 
and tg, an axiom of the specification SP could be: 

sin(x) 
If x-~-- 2 [~] Then cos(x)=O Else tg(X)=cos(x) 

Running one test of this axiom consists of replacing the variable x by some constant ct, 

computing by P the compositions of operations which occur in the axiom (i.e. cos(tx) 
and tg((x), sin((x) if needed) and deciding, via the oracle, if the axiom is validated by P. 

7C 
It means that the oracle has to decide if ( tx---~ [~] ), it has to use the application rules 

of "If. .Then..Else" (as defined by the semantics of the specification language of SP) 
and to decide if, for instance, cos(cO is equal to 0 (where "is equal to" is also defined 
according to the semantics of the specification language). 

When a test data set T is defined as a set of ground instances of such axioms, our 
view of program testing is just a generalization of the classical way of running tests: the 
program is executed for a given input, and the result is accepted or rejected, according 
to the axioms which play the role of input-output relations required for the program. 
Consequently, the correctness of these decisions is of first importance: if not ensured, it 
becomes possible to reject correct programs for instance. An oracle is some decision 
process which is able to decide, for each elementary test ~ in T, if x is successful or not 

when submitted to the program P. Thus, this decision is just a predicate, which will be 
denoted by O. Providing such an oracle is not trivial at all ([Wey 80], [Wey 82]) and 

may be impossible for some test data sets. Thus the existence of an oracle must be 
taken into account when selecting a test data set. 

As usual, when a test data set is successful, the program correctness is not ensured, 
even if the oracle problem is solved: the set of all possible instances of the variables is 
generally infinite, or at least too large to be exhaustively experienced. However, when a 
test fails we know that the program is not correct: in some respects, it is consequently a 
s u c c e s s  . . .  

Nevertheless, when the test is successful, we get a partial confidence in the program. 
We prefer to express this "partial confidence" as: "under what hypotheses does the 

success of the test data set imply the program correctness ?"  These hypotheses are 
usually left implicit. We believe that it is of first importance to make them explicit. 
Moreover we consider that they are the good starting point for the selection of test data 
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sets: it seems sound to state first the hypotheses and then to select a test data set which 

ensures correctness, assuming these hypotheses. 

Thus, given a formal specification SP and a program P, the test data selection prob- 

lem implies to state some hypotheses H and to select some test data set T such that, 
informally: 

H + success(T)  ~ correc tness(P,SP)  

This equivalence can be shown as three implications: 

• The  conservat iv i ty  means that the chosen hypotheses are satisfied by every 

correct program: 
correctness  ~ H 

• The  unbias  property means that a correct program cannot be rejected 

correctness  ~ success  

• The  validity property means that under the hypotheses H, if the test is successful 

then the program is correct: 

H + success  ~ correctness  

Equivalently, it also means that under the hypotheses H, any incorrect program 

is discarded (similar to the completeness criteria of Goodenough and Gehrart 

[GG 75]): 
H + incorrectness  ~ f a i l u re  

Another interesting view of the same implication is the following 
incorrectness  + success  ~ ~ H 

which recalls that hypotheses are only ... hypotheses. Intuitively, there is a nega- 
tive correlation between the strength of the hypotheses and the size of the 

selected test data set. If the selected test data set does not reveal any error, the 

hypotheses may be too strong. 
Notice that even when the hypothesis H is conservative, if the program P does 
not validate H, then the implication H+succes s  ~ correc tness  is always true 

(!)[*]. However, one should not be confused. In this case, the success of the test 
does not imply correctness because (A and  B)  ~ C is not equivalent to B ~ C ,  

specially when A is false ... the implication is simply meaningless: the 

hypotheses are too strong. 

Summing up this section, we have shown that it is not sufficient to simply select a 

test data set T. One should provide a related set of hypotheses H and a well defined ora- 

cle O, with the property: 

H + success of T via O ¢=~ correctness 

[*] I must thank one of the referees for this remark. 
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These three components are formally defined in Section 4. Let us first state several con- 

venient notations. 

3. Nota t ions  

We consider a rather flexible definition of "formal specification." It embeds vari- 

ous approaches of formal specifications such as algebraic specifications, temporal logic 
and other kinds of logic, etc. The readers familiar with Goguen and Burstall institutions 
will recognize a simplified version of them. 

A formal specification method is given by a syntax and a semantics. 

• The syntax is defined by a class of signatures and a set of sentences is associ- 
ated to each signature. 

In practice, a signature E is a set of operation names. Given a signature Z, the 
associated set of Z-sentences, denoted by ~x, contains all the well-formed for- 

mulas built on: the operations in E, some variables, some atomic predicates and 
some logical connectives. 

• The semantics is defined as follows: for each signature Z there is an associated 
class of Z-models, denoted by Mod x, and there is a "validation predicate" on 

Modx×~ x, also called "the satisfaction relation", denoted by " ~ " .  For each 

Z-model M~Mod  x and for each Z-sentence ~ x ,  " M ~ "  should be read as 

" M  validates ~." 

In this framework, a formal specification is a couple SP=(E,Ax) such that Ax is a 
finite subset of ~x. The models of Mod x which validate all the sentences of Ax are the 

models validating (or satisfying) SP. We denote by Mod(SP) this class of models: 
Mod(SP)= { M e Mod x I ( V Cp ~ Ax  )( M N d? ) } 

Of course the notions of signature, sentence, model and satisfaction relation depend on 
the kind of formal specification one need to consider. It is possible to verify the ade- 

quacy or inadequacy of a program P with respect to a specification SP only if the 
semantics of P and SP are expressible in some common framework. Thus the notion of 
model must be carefully defined. 

When the signature Z is just a set of operation names, a Z-model M is usually a set of 
values and for each operation name of N, there is an operation of the relevant arity in 
M. Then, as a program gives a way of computing operations, one can consider that the 

behaviour of a program P defines a Ze-model, where £e  is the set of the names of all 

the operation exported by P. 

It is important to note here that the variables, atomic predicates and logical connectives 
allowing to built the formulas of SP do not belong to the signature Z. For instance SP 
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may contain existential quantifiers while P does not (and this is a usual case). 

The model M e associated with P is not well known a priori. It is the reason why vali- 

dation techniques such as testing or proving must be used in order to check whether 

M e ~ Mod(SP) (as " e  is correct" is equivalent to "M e ~ Mod(SP)"). 

4. Test ing Contexts  

Defmition : 

Let P be the program under test. Let SP=(Z,Ax) be the specification that P is sup- 

posed to implement. A testing context is a triple (H,T,O) where: 

• H is a set of hypotheses about the model M e associated with P. This means that 

H describes a class of models Mod(H). Mod(H) is a subclass of Modr. P where 

Z e is the signature associated with P (Mod(H) is called the class of models 

"satisfying H" )  

• T is a subset of Or. It is called a "test data set" and each element x of T is 

called an "elementary test" 

• the oracle O is a partial predicate on • z. For each sentence (think "each ele- 

mentary test") 0 in Or., either O(0) is undefined either it decides if ~ is suc- 

cessful when submitted to P. 

This definition is very general and call for some comments: 

The signature Zp associated with P contains, in practice, the names (and arities) of all 

the operations exported by P (as explained in Section 3 above). A priori we do not 

assume any adequacy between Z e and Z (but we shall do it soon). Indeed, Mod(H) will 

characterize a subclass of programs such that "incorrectness" implies "failure of the 

test. ' ' 
It may seem surprising that test data sets can contain sentences with variables. Of 

course, our aim is to select test sets which are: executable (i.e. containing ground sen- 

tences), finite and mainly instances of the axioms of SP. However, the definition above 

is useful because it allows to build testing contexts by refinements. 

The oracle O can be shown as a procedure using the program P: one should write O 1, 

but for clarity of the notations P and SP are implicit parameters of the testing contexts. 

Of course the goal of testing context refinements is to get so called practicable test- 

ing contexts: 

Definitions : 

Let (H,T,O) be a testing context. 
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1) (H,T,O) has an oracle means that: 

• T is finite (think "o f  reasonable size") 

• if Mp satisfies H then T is included in D(O), where D(O) is the definition 

domain of O (i.e. O is defined for each element of T) 

• if Mp satisfies H then O is decidable for each element ~ of T. 

2) (H,T,O) is practicable means that: 

• (H,T,O) has an oracle 

• if Mp satisfies H then: O(T) ~ Mp~Ax 

where O(T) denotes "O(x) for all x in T" which means that the test data set 
is successful via the oracle. Notice that O(T) is defined and decidable when 

(H,T,O) has an oracle. 

Let us describe some special examples of testing contexts. 

The proof examples : 
Let us assume that the syntaxes and semantics of P and SP allow theorem proving 
(e.g. P is a rewrite rule system and SP is an equational specification). One can con- 
sider the testing context where T is equal to Ax (the axioms of SP) and O is some 

theorem prover (e.g. by structural induction). One should notice that, even for this 
purely proof oriented example, the corresponding set of hypotheses H is not empty. 

In the example where P is a set of rewrite rules and O is based on structural induc- 

tion methods, H must contain at least two hypotheses: the signature of P and SP are 
equal (i.e. Mod(H) c Mody) and every term submitted to P must be build on the 

operations of the signature (i.e. Mod(H) only contains finitely generated models). 
Such hypotheses must not be neglected (more than 50% of the proved factorials 
admit negative arguments and loop on them !). The main advantage of our approach 
is that the hypotheses are explicit. 
Such "proof oriented" testing contexts are practicable if and only if every axiom of 
SP is decidable via the theorem prover O. 

The "lazy example" : 

One can also consider an example where the hypothesis is " P  is correct" (i.e. 

Mod(H) = Mod(SP)). Then T is emp .ty and 0 is the undefined predicate. It reflects at 
least a full confidence in the program design. For instance, it can be used when the 
program has been automatically build from the specification, the hypothesis simply 
means that the program construction system is supposed correct. Most of the time, it 
seems sound to (try to) prove such hypotheses ... 
Anyway, these testing contexts are always practicable. 
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T h e  exhaus t ive  test set : 

Under the same set of hypotheses H as for the proof oriented case, one can consider 
the test data set T containing all ground instances of Ax. Assuming that there exists a 
decidable oracle for all ground instances, the resulting testing context is practicable if 
and only if T is finite (which is not the general case). Such an exhaustive test data 
set may work for enumerated types for instance. 

Since the exhaustive test data set is generally infinite; since the empty test data set 
gives rise to an hypothesis which is too strong; since proving correctness is often too 
costly, it is clear that a good testing context is something in the middle of these three 

extremist views of testing. Such good and practicable testing contexts can be obtained 

via "testing contexts refinements." A natural starting point of these refinements is what 

we call the canonical testing context. It is build from the informations that we directly 
get from P and SP: 

Definit ion : 

The canonical testing context is defined by: 

• the hypothesis "M e is a E-model" which means Ep=Z, i.e. Mod(H) = Mody 

• the test data set T = Ax 

• the oracle O = undef (the never defined predicate) 

Let us give some comments. It is not difficult to check in practice that the signature of 

P is Z: it is just the set of exported operations implemented by P. Considering the 
axioms of SP as the canonical test data set simply means that our goal is to check 
whether P is compatible with the specification. Of course, the refinement process allows 
to select, step by step, a finite set of executable elementary tests. Similarly, the oracle, 
which is unknown at the starting point, is refined until it is decidable on the (refined) 
test data set. The crucial property of the canonical testing context is that it is valid (as 
proved in the next section). 

Indeed, one need to define the validity and unbias properties (already sketched in 
Section 2): they provide sufficient conditions for practicability. 

Defini t ions  : 

Let (H,T,O) be a testing context. 

1) The test data set T is valid means that: 
If P satisfies H (i.e. M e ~ Mod(H)) then 

M e ~ T  =~ M e ~ A x  

2) The oracle 0 is valid means that: 

If M e e Mod(H) then 
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(xC O e D(O) )( O(¢) ~ Mp N ¢~ ) 

3) The test data set T is unbiased means that: 

If M e e mod(H)  then 

M e ~ A x  ~ M p ~ T  

4) The oracle 0 is unbiased means that: 
If Mp e Mod(H) then 

( V C e D(O) )( Mp ~ (~ ~ 0 ( ¢ ) )  

The sufficient condition for practicability is given by the following theorem: 

Theorem : 
Let (H,T,O) be a testing context. If (H,T,O) has an oracle and T and O are both valid 

and unbiased, then (H,T,O) is practicable. 

The proof of this theorem is trivial. However, this theorem is fundamental since it 
justifies the testing refinement process: the canonical testing context defined above is 
valid and unbiased; in the following section we give a refinement criterion which 
preserves validity; and we give another criterion, for algebraic specifications, which 
ensures unbias. Consequently, practicability is ensured providing that we stop the 
refinement process when the triple (H,T,O) has an oracle (we shall explain how to get 
this result in a finite number of refinement steps). 

5. The Refinement Preorder 

Definition : 

Let TC 1 = (HI,TI,O1) and TC 2 = (H2,T2,02) be two testing contexts. TC 2 refines 

TC 1, denoted by TC 1 <_ TC 2 , means that: 

• Mod(H2) ~ Mod(H1), (i.e. H 2 ~ H 1 ) 

• ( V M p ~  Mod(HE)) (MpNT 2 ~ MpNr 1) 

• i f M p  ~ Mod(H2) then D(O1) c_ D(O2) and 

( "q ¢ ~ D(O 1) ) (02(¢)  ~ O1(¢) ) 

The first condition means that it is possible to encrease the hypotheses about the pro- 

gram under test via a refinement step. As already outlined in Section 2, encreasing the 

hypotheses allows to decrease the size of the selected test data set without loosing vali- 
dity. This idea is reflected by the second condition. It exactly means that under the new 
hypotheses (//2, which can be bigger than H1), the new test data set T 2 must reveal an 

error if T 1 reveals an error. Examples where encreasing H allows to decrease T are 

given in Section 7. The third condition means that the oracle predicate can be build, 
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step by step, along the refinement preorder and that every error revealed by O 1 must be 

revealed by 0 2 . 

Notice that the refinement defined above is clearly a preorder (reflexive and transitive); 
it is not antisymmetric. 

The following theorem is trivial, but it is important because it ensures the validity 
of the test data set, providing that the refinement starts from the canonical testing con- 
text defined in Section 4 above: 

T h e o r e m  : 

Let (H,T,O) be a testing context. If (H,T,O) refines the canonical testing context then 
T is valid. 

By the way, the refinement preorder allows triviaUy to express all the interesting 

properties defined in Section 4: 

Propositions : 

Let (H,T,O) be a testing context. 

Let Satisfo(o ) be the partial predicate on (I)y defined by: the definition domain of 

Satisfo(o ) is D(O) and for each ¢~ in D(O), SatisfD(O)(¢~) is equivalent to Mp~d~. It 
simply means that Satisfo(o ) coincides with the satisfaction relation " ~ "  in the 

definition domain of O. 

1) The oracle O is valid if and only if (H,T, SatisfD(o)) < (H,T,O) 

2) The test data set T is unbiased if and only if (H,T,O) < (Hctx,O) (where Ax is 
the set of axioms of SP) 

3) The oracle O is unbiased if and only if (H,T,O) <<. (H,T, SatisfD(o)). 

4) The set of hypotheses H is conservative if and only if (H,T,O) <(Correct, T,O), 
where Correct is the hypothesis defined by Mod(Correct) = Modr~(SP). 

From 1) and 3) one can deduce that the oracle problem is to exhibit a decidable 
subdomain of the satisfaction relation which covers the selected test data set. Moreover, 
if the formal specification method under consideration has some Birkhoff's property, 2) 
means that one must select elementary tests which are theorems of the axioms of SP. 
In the rest of this paper, we show how to fulfill these criteria. For that purpose, we spe- 

cialize to algebraic specifications. 

6. Case  o f  Algebraic  Specif icat ions 

In this section, we first recall the main definitions of algebraic abstract data types 
as an instance of our general definition of formal specifications. Then we show that 
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valid and unbiased test data sets can be selected from the so called "exhaustive test data 

set." 

In the framework of  algebraic specifications, a signature is: a finite set S of sorts  

(i.e. type-names) and a finite set of operat ion-names  with arity is S. The corresponding 

class of models M o d  E is defined as follows: a E-model is a heterogeneous set M parti- 

tioned as M = {Ms}s~ s , and with, for each operation-name "op:  s ix  • • • x s  n ~ s " in 

E, a total function opM: M s l x  • • • x M s ,  --> M s . 

The sentences of  • z are the positive conditional equations of  the form: 

( v l=w l ^ . ' '  ^ ve=w k) ~ v = w  

where v i, w i, v and w are E-terms with variables (k > 0). A model M satisfies (N) such 

a sentence if and only if for each substitution ~ with range in M, if c(v i )=6(wi)  for all i 

then 6(v)=cffw) (as in [ADJ 76]). 

Moreover specifications are structured: a presenta t ion  (or "specification module")  

ASP = (AE,AAx) uses some imported  specifications SP i = ('Ziu4xi) such that 

SP = ASP  + (union o f  SPi) is a (bigger) specification. The signature Z of  SP is the dis- 

joint union of  AE and the union of  the Zi; the set of  axioms Ax of SP is the union of  

AAx and the Ax t . For example, a Lis t  presentation (with a sorted insertion) over the 

imported specification of  natural numbers can be expressed as follows: 

A N A T L I S T  uses N A T  

AS = { NatL i s t  } 

AT. = 

/* Here A N A T  uses B O O L E A N  */ 

empty:  --* NatL i s t  

cons:  Na t  × NatL i s t  ~ NatL i s t  

ins: N a t  x NatL i s t  ---> NatL i s t  

ins(n,empty)  = 

n<_m = true ~ ins(n,cons(m,L))  = 

n<m = f a l s e  ~ ins(n,cons(m,L))  = 

where n and m are variables of  sort Nat', L of sort NatList .  

cons(n ,empty)  

cons(n ,cons(m,L))  

cons(m, ins(n ,L))  

Of course, all the results stated in the previous sections remain for the particular 
case of  structured algebraic specifications. In particular, given a testing context (H,T,O),  

an elementary test of T can be any positive conditional equation. The following 
definitions and results prove that it is possible to select ground instances of  the axioms 
without loosing validity. Moreover, in that case, the unbias property is ensured. 
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Definitions : 

1) A Z-model M is finitely generated if and only if every value of M is denotable 
by a ground Z-term. We denote by Adequater. the hypothesis such that 

Mod(Adequater) is the class of finitely generated E-models. 

This hypothesis means that the signature exported by P is exactly the signature 
of SP and that P does not admit inputs which are not denotable via E (we have 
already mentioned this hypothesis in the "proof example" given in Section 4). 

2) Given a specification SP, the exhaustive test data set, Exhaustse, is the set of all 

ground instances of all the axioms of SP. 
Exhausts1, = { ty(~) I O~Ax , range(~)=Wy~ } 

where Wy. is the set of ground terms on E. 

Under the Y~-adequacy hypothesis Adequate z, every testing context which refines, 

and is included in the exhaustive test data set, produces valid and unbiased test data 
sets. More precisely: 

Propositions : 
Let (H,T,O) be a testing context. 

1) If T c_ Exhaustse then T is unbiased. 

2) If (H,T,O) refines (Adequatez~xhaustse,undef3 then T is valid. 

Proposition 1) is trivial. Proposition 2) results from the fact that 

(Adequate~Exhaustse,unde f) refines the canonical testing context defined in Section 4 

and from the validity theorem of Section 5. 

In particular the exhaustive test data set itseff is unbiased and valid. Unfortunately 
it is generally infinite. The previous propositions means that the test data set refinement 
process can be reduced to "add hypotheses to Adequate z in order to select a subset of 

reasonable size from Exhaustsp." 

In the next section, we show via an example what kind of hypotheses can be used. Our 
system handles the corresponding refinements automatically. 

7. Regular i ty  and Uni formi ty  

Let us assume that we want to test the axiom: 
n<m = false ~ ins(n,cons(m,L)) = cons(m,ins(n,L)) 

One has to select instances of the list variable L and instances of the natural variables m 
and n. A first idea, which is often used when testing, is to bound the size of the lists 
actually tested. It means to bound the size of the terms substituting L. This can be 
obtained via the general schema of regularity hypothesis. 
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Definit ion : 

Let ¢(L) be a sentence involving a variable L of a sort s e AS. Let Itl s be a complex- 

ity measure on the terms t of sort s (for instance the number of operations in AY. of 
sort s occurring in t). Let k be a positive integer. 

The regularity hypothesis of level k (with respect to ~ and L), Regulo(L),k, is the 

hypothesis which retains the X-models M e such that: 

~]t~ Wz)(  Itls<k ~ Me~d~(t ) ) ~ (~gtE W~)( M e ~ ~(t) ) 

where W x is the set of all ground Z-terms. 

Instead of a complexity measure, any function such that the sets {te W x I Itls<_k } are 

finite is acceptable. At first glance, it may seem unreasonable to use hypotheses which 
infer a result for every list by checking only small lists. Anyway, these hypotheses 
reflect what is done when testing. The main advantage of our approach is to make them 
explicit. Moreover one should never forget that the goal of testing is not to prove 

correctness, rather the goal of testing is to find good potential counter-examples of the 
correctness, as discussed in Section 2. 

L: 
For the list example, a regularity level 3 allows to select the following instances of 

L = empty 

L = cons(p,empty) 

L = ins(p,empty) 
L = cons(p,cons(q,empty)) 

L = ins(p,cons(q,empty)) 

L = cons(p,ins(q,empty)) 

L = ins(p,ins(q,empty)) 

The corresponding refinement step of the testing context is obtained by adding the regu- 
larity hypothesis to H, and by replacing in T the axiom under test by the seven axioms 
related to those seven instances of L. Consequently, only variables of sort natural 
number remain: m, n, p and q. 

Notice that the four instances of L involving the operation ins seems to be less 
relevant than those involving only cons and empty because cons and empty generate all 
the list values. Such a subset A~2 of AE is called a set of generators. It is not difficult to 
modify the regularity hypothesis in order to get a so called ~-regularity hypothesis 
which only retains the three instances of L build on cons and empty (as defined in 
[BGM 90]). 

At this stage in the example, or after a finite number of regularity hypotheses in the 
general case, the test selection problem is reduced to the replacement of the variables of 

imported sort (natural number) by ground terms. The interesting cases correspond to the 
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4!=24 relative orders of m, n, p and q. These 24 arrangements provide 24 subdomains 
of N×N×N×N = N 4. A good testing strategy is to select one value in each subdomain. 
This can be obtained using uniformity hypotheses on these 24 subdomains. 

D e f i n i t i o n  : 

Let ~(V) be a formula involving a variable, or a vector of variables, V of imported 

sort(s). Let SD be a subdomain (i.e. a subset) of Wry,siX. , • xWr_,s k, where s I • . .  s k 

are the sorts of the variables of V. The uniformity hypothesis on the subdomain SD 
(with respect to ¢ and V), Unif~(v),gD, is the hypothesis which retains the ~models 

M e such that: 

~[vo~OS)( Me~d~(v O) ~ ~/v~OS][Me~d~(v)] ) 

Such an hypothesis means that if a sentence is true for some value v 0 then it is 

always true in DS ... This is a strong hypothesis, and may seem unreasonable again. 
However, the same arguments hold: the hypotheses reflect what is done when testing; 
we have just made them explicit; and the goal is not to prove correctness, it is to find 

potential counter-examples of correctness. 

A more interesting question is: "how to find the relevant subdomains ?".  Our system is 
able to find them automatically. The key is: unfolding methods (based on equational 
logic programming with constraints). These methods are described in [Mar 90] or 

[BGM 90]. 

Notice that the modularity of the specification is crucial here: the regularity 
hypotheses are made for the sorts specified by ~SP while the uniformity hypotheses are 

made for the imported sorts. 

Very roughly, our system starts from a modular specification and translates the 

axioms into an equivalent set of Horn clauses ("equivalent" is defined in 
[Mar 90][BGM 90]). Then, for each axiom of zk4x, the system selects a test data set as 
follows: for each sort of AS involved in the axiom, the system adds clauses reflecting 
the regularity hypotheses (the user gives the regularity level k); the axiom under test is 
transformed, via the regularity clauses, into a set of axioms where only variables of 
imported sorts remain; the unfolding methods are then applied to each transformed 
axiom, leading to a set of predicates (via the "wai t"  mechanisms) which define the uni- 
formity subdomains; one instance of each subdomain is then selected (by resolution 

with a random choice of the clauses to apply). 
Of course, many extensions of equational logic programming have been used, complete- 

ness being one of the main difficulties. The system is fully described in [Mar 90]; a 

simpler description can be found in [BGM 90]. 
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8. The Oracle  

In this section, we explain how the oracle problem can be solved using observabil- 
ity issues from the specification level. 

Hypotheses such as those exposed in the previous section provide test selection 
strategies which allow to select finite test data sets included in Exhaustst,. Thus, an ele- 

mentary test is of the form: 

( t l = U  1 A ' - "  A tk=U k )  ~ t = U 

where tt, u i, t and u are ground Z-terms. 

The oracle problem is reduced to decide success/failure of equalities between ground 
terms, because the truth tables of ,,, and =~ can then be used to decide success/failure 
of the whole conditional elementary test. 

It is well known that deciding abstract equalities is not trivial at all. For example, 
let P implement stacks by means of arrays: push records the element at range height 
into the array and increments height; pop simply decreases height. Suppose the oracle 
has to decide if pop(push(3,empty)) and empty give the same stack after their executions 
via P. There is an observability problem which, indeed, is a concrete equality problem: 
these stacks give two distinct array representations (because 3 has been recorded into 
the array for the first stack) but they are abstractly equal (as the common height is 0, 
and there is no observable access, via top, which allows to distinguish them). Thus, the 
predicate O(pop(push(3,empty))=empty) must be decided via some carefully elaborated 
method. 

This problem relies on observability issues. Given a structured specification SP (e.g. 

Stack), a subset Sob s of observable sorts is distinguished among the imported sorts (e.g. 

the natural numbers and the dements of the stacks). These observable sorts are 

specified by imported observable specifications SPobsl, SPobs2, etc. Intuitively, they 

correspond to the observable primitive types of the used programming language. In par- 
ticular, for every program P, there are built-in equality predicates which are correct and 
defined on observable sorts. 

There are mainly three approaches to handle the oracle problem, which are dis- 
cussed in the rest of this paper. 

A first idea is to modify the program under test in order to add new procedures 
extracting the concrete representations and computing the abstract equalities for non 
observable sorts. However, obviously, some of the advantages of the black-box 
approach are lost and the added procedures may alter the program behaviour. Then, the 
actually tested behaviour could not be represented by Mp any more, which results in a 

biased application of our formalism. 
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Indeed the proper approach is to take into account, from the specification stage, all 
these equality predicates for non observable sorts. This correspond to the well known 
slogan "plane testable programs at every stage of the design process." In this case, the 
oracle equality predicates are operations of E and our formalism can be directly applied. 

However, since the oracle equalities are cmciaI for the quality of the performed 
tests, any hypothesis on them is very strong. Consequently, we recommand to put the 
sentences related to those equality predicates in the "proof part" of the testing context 
(Section 4). Then, the hypotheses (such as regularity and uniformity) are made only on 
the other sentences of the specification. This is "the good solution" for the oracle. 
However, when the program has not been designed to be easily testable, some partial 
results can be obtained via the second and third approaches which are discussed in the 
next section. 

9. Partial Oracles 

The second approach is to select only observable elementary tests. This can be done 
by replacing each non observable test [t=u] by a set of terms of the form [C(t)=C(u)t 
obtained by surrounding t and u with some well chosen observable contexts C. Here, 
the word "context" must be understood as "term with exactly one variable." 
For example, an equality between two stacks [t=u] seems to be equivalent to the fol- 
lowing observable equalities: [height(t)=height(u)l, [top(t)=top(u)t, 
[top(pop(t))=top(pop(u))] ... [top(popheight(t)-l(t))=top(popheight(t)-'l(u))]. Here the 

chosen observable contexts C are height(x) and the top~opi(x)) such that i<height(t). 
Unfortunately, it is well known that identifying such a minimal set of contexts is unde- 
cidable for the general case of algebraic specifications [Sell 86]. Besides, when testing 
"big"  stacks, this leads to an impracticable number of observable tests. 

But the situation is even worst: when we think that height(x) and top(popi(x)) are 
sufficient, we implicitly assume that we manipulate (more or less) stacks. But this fact is 
just what we check when testing ! 

Counter-example : 
We sketch a program which does not satisfy this implicit hypothesis. The "bug"  is 
that top returns the height when applied to a term t of the particular form 
t=push(e,pop(...)); for every other term t, top(t) returns the correct value. 
A stack is implemented by a record <array,heightfoo> where <array,height> is the 
usual correct implementation and foo records the number of push performed since the 
last pop (and the empty stack is initialized with foo=2). We ignore the exceptional 
cases of pop and top when the stack is empty, it is not our purpose here ... 
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proc emptystackO; 
stack.height := 0 ; stackfoo := 2 ;; 

proc push(e:element); 
stack.array[stack.height1 := e ; 
stack.height := stack.height+l ; stackfoo := stackfoo+l ;; 

proc pop(); 
stack.height := stack.height-1 ; stackfoo := 0 ;; 

proc top(); 
if  (stackfoo = 1) then return stack.height /* the bug */ 
else return stack.array[stack.height] ;; 

The terms t=push(1,emptystack) and u=pop(push(2,push(1,emptystack))) are distin- 

guishable because top(push(O,t))=O (as foo=4) and top(push(O,u))=2 (as foo=l). 
Nevertheless, the contexts height(x) and top(popi(x)) are unable to distinguish t from 
u (as foo is never equal to 1 for those contexts), leading to an oracle which never 

detects that t~u. 

So, we get the depressing result that identifying the minimal set of observable contexts 
for the equality decision is decidable t We must consider the set of all observable con- 
texts ... which is infinite, consequently impracticable. 

We can follow a similar method as for test selection: this infinite set of observable con- 

texts can be reduced to a finite one by adding oracle hypotheses in the component H of 

the testing context. For example, the finite set of contexts mentioned for stacks is related 
to the following hypothesis o n  Mp: 
"for  aU stacks t and u, if Me~(height(t)=height(u)) and Me~(top(popi(t))=top(popi(u))) 

for i<height(t) then Mp~(t=u) ." 

It will be useful later to remark here that the number of observable contexts of the form 
top~opi(x)) is decided from the specification before the test is performed. Thus 
i<height(t) should be understood with respect to the specification, height(t) is not com- 
puted by the program here. Of course, the counter-example above does not meet this 
hypothesis and it will not be discarded by the selected observable test data set. How- 

ever, one time more: the main advantage of our approach is to make the testing 
hypotheses explicit. 

This idea of adding oracle hypotheses works when deciding equalities which appear in 
the conclusion of the tested conditional sentences. Unfortunately, if the equality appears 
in the precondition, for instance: 

t = u ~ concl, 
then we get a biased oracle ! This results from: t=u may be successful according to 
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the oracle hypotheses, but not satisfied in Mp. In that case, one would require for concl 
to be satisfied, in spite of the fact that concl is not required according to the formal 
satisfaction relation. Of course a first case where the solution is trivial is when the 
specification only contains sentences with observable preconditions (it is not really res- 
trictive in practice). Another case which allows to solve this problem is when the 
specification is "complete" with respect to the imported observable specifications: if the 
oracle hypotheses are conservative then the oracle remain unbiased. All these techniques 
are more precisely studied in [Ber 89]. 

The third approach, somehow intermediate between the two first approaches, is an 
oracle which "drives" the program under test. The oracle is then realized as a new 

module on the top of the program under test. The new operations of this module are 
equalities for the non observable sorts where an equality predicate does not already exist 

in E e. Notice that these oracle equalities are not "added into the code of P , "  rather they 

are computed on the top of P, and they can only exploit the observable results of P. For 
our stack example, we may add an equality predicate for the sort stack on the top of P 
as follows: 

proc eq(t,u:stack); 
I f  (height(t)~height(u)) then return false 
Else 

I f  (height(t)=0) then return true 
else return ((top(t)=top(u)) and eq(pop(t),pop(u)) ) ;; 

By convention, the terms which are computed by P have been written in bold. 

Of course, this oracle is not able to discard the counter-example given above. This 
means that this oracle is valid (as defined in Section 4) under an additional oracle 
hypothesis. This hypothesis is similar to the hypothesis expressed for the second 
approach, except that the number of observable contexts of the form top(popi(x)) is 
dynamically computed by P: it depends on height(t) as computed by P; it does not 

depend on height(t) as specified by SP. 
The difficult point here is that one must prove that the computed oracle equalities are 

sound with respect to the oracle hypotheses. If possible, we  recommand to define them 
via rewrite rules because rewrite rules facilitate proofs in the framework of algebraic 
specifications. This approach is more detailed in [Ber 89]. 

Anyway, even if the approaches sketched in this section have some theoretical interest, 
practical experiments showed that they are not realistic: observable contexts (resp. oracle 
equalities) are often complex and there is a big number of them (for specifications of 
real size). This leads to an amount of potential errors which is almost comparable to the 
amount of faults in the program under test. It is far more suitable to plane testable pro- 

grams from the specification stage, as recommended in Section 8. 
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10. Recapi tu la t ion  

This paper gives a formal study of testing when a formal specification of the pro- 

gram under test is available. The main advantage is to make explicit, in a well defined 
framework, the limitations and the abilities of testing. 

We have shown that a test data set cannot be considered, or evaluated, independently 
of: some hypotheses which express the gap between the success of the test data set and 
the correctness of the program; and the existence of an oracle which is a means of 
deciding success/failure of the test set. Thus, we have defined the fundamental notion of 
testing context which reflects theses three components. 

Our definition of testing context is powerful enough to reflect a software validation 
approach where some of the properties required by the specification are proved, while 
the other ones are tested. This allows to mix proof methods and testing methods in a 
unified framework. 

We have described, and formally justified, a refinement method which allow to get so 
called practicable testing contexts. Practicable testing contexts have finite test data sets 
and decidable oracles, and they have the following crucial property: 

Hypotheses + success of test via oracle ¢=~ correctness 

When algebraic specifications are involved, we have established several more precise 
results which lead to a concrete way of building practicable testing contexts by 
refinements. 

Several other works based on the theory described in this paper have been done, or 
are investigated: 

We have done a system, based on equational logic programming with constraints, which 
automatically selects a practicable test data set from the specification and some hints 
about the corresponding hypotheses. Its existence proves that our formalism is usable. 
We also extend our formalism to the case of algebraic specification with exception han- 
dling. It shall allow, in particular, to handle bounded data structures where performing 
tests "near the bounds" is crucial. 
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